ARCPLOT commands that create a plot file of sheet two of the geologic map explanation.
ARCPLOT commands that create a plot file of sheet three of the geologic map explanation.
ARCPLOT commands that create a plot file of sheet four of the geologic map explanation.
Sheet two of the geologic map explanation.
Sheet three of the geologic map explanation.
Sheet four of the geologic map explanation.
Text files for sheet two of the explanation.
Text files for sheet three of the explanation.
Text files for sheet four of the explanation.
Contacts and faults file for the Geologic Map of Wyoming.
Decorations file for the Geologic Map of Wyoming.
Dikes file for the Geologic Map of Wyoming.
The title and scale bar of the Geologic Map of Wyoming.
In order use this database, ARC/INFO software and hardware and FTP transfer software to copy the database to the ARC/INFO platform are required. To install the database, run LOAD.AML.
WATER, ROADS, CONTOURS, AND TOWNS:
Published geologic maps are prepared using a USGS topographic base map that contains the hydrology, hypsography, and political features. Because this digital version of the Geologic Map of Wyoming started with the original geologic scribe sheets, these features were not present. Only those water bodies that were required to close polygons were added by hand. The digital hydrology is not complete or as accurate as the original USGS 1:500,000 topographic base. A few water bodies were added for visual effect. No roads, contours, or towns were present on the geologic scribe sheets and none were added to this digital version. The text font for the four special geologic symbols is included as font FNT003.FNT. The ASCII code for @ has been redefined to the symbol for Triassic, the ASCII code for & has been redefined to the symbol for Pennsylvanian, the ASCII code for _ has been redefined to the symbol for Cambrian, and the ASCII code for ! has been redefined to the symbol for Proterozoic and Late Archean.
CONTACTS, DECORATIONS, DIKES, BORDER, and EXPLANATION coverages:
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